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Babel 350

Inspiration for the luminaire Babel, designed by Fabien Dumas 

for Vertigo bird came from the biblical story about the Tower 

of Babel. You can turn every single shade and when you do, the 

shape and angle of the light changes. Furthermore, you can 

change the angle of light from the side or from the zero position. 

It turns very smoothly just by one touch, without an engine inside.

The complete range of pendant lamp in three sizes diameter 

35/50/70 cm are all available in black washable textile. Light 

source compact fluorescent bulbs E27/15W.

Year of design: 2014 

-

Material: textile, acrylic

Colours: black

-

Specifications

Light source 2xE27, 18W - not included
Code V02024 5101

Typology suspension lamp 
Light emision direct/adjustable 
Class       
Installation 
IP rating IP20 
Certificate 
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Babel 500

Inspiration for the luminaire Babel, designed by Fabien Dumas 

for Vertigo bird came from the biblical story about the Tower 

of Babel. You can turn every single shade and when you do, the 

shape and angle of the light changes. Furthermore, you can 

change the angle of light from the side or from the zero position. 

It turns very smoothly just by one touch, without an engine inside.

The complete range of pendant lamp in three sizes diameter 

35/50/70 cm are all available in black washable textile. Light 

source compact fluorescent bulbs E27/15W.

Year of design: 2014 

-

Material: textile, acrylic

Colours: black

-

Specifications

Light source 3xE27, 18W - not included
Code V02024 5102

Typology suspension lamp 
Light emision direct/adjustable 
Class       
Installation 
IP rating IP20 
Certificate 
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Babel 700

Inspiration for the luminaire Babel, designed by Fabien Dumas 

for Vertigo bird came from the biblical story about the Tower 

of Babel. You can turn every single shade and when you do, the 

shape and angle of the light changes. Furthermore, you can 

change the angle of light from the side or from the zero position. 

It turns very smoothly just by one touch, without an engine inside.

The complete range of pendant lamp in three sizes diameter 

35/50/70 cm are all available in black washable textile. Light 

source compact fluorescent bulbs E27/15W.

Year of design: 2014 

-

Material: textile, acrylic

Colours: black

-

Specifications

Light source 4xE27, 18W - not included
Code V02024 5103

Typology suspension lamp 
Light emision direct/adjustable 
Class       
Installation 
IP rating IP20 
Certificate 
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